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Q1. Discuss the concept of coning of wheels? And also describe types of rails?    2 
Ans.:- The rim or flanges of the wheels are never made flat but they are in the shape of a cone with a slope of about 1 in 15 

to 1 in 20. This is known as coning of wheels. The coning of wheels is manly done to maintain the vehicle in the central 

position with respect to the track. When the vehicle is moving on levelled track then the flanges of wheels have equal 

circumference 

 
Advantages of coning the wheels 

(i) Coning the wheels reduces the depreciation of the wheel rims and rails. Depreciation is caused because of the friction 

action of rims with inner faces of the rail top. 

(ii) Coning also gives an option of lateral drift of the hinge with is wheels. 

(iii) Coning also prevents, to some extent, the slipping of the wheels. 

 

Types of Rails 

Rails can be divided in three types 

1. Double Headed Rails: Both the upper and lower tables were identical and they were introduced with the hope of 

double doubling the life of rails. When the upper table is worn out then the rails can be placed upside down reversed 

on the chair and so the lower table can be brought into use. 

2. Bull Headed Rails: These rails were made of steel. The head is of larger size than foot and the foot is designed only 

to hold up properly the wooden keys with which rails are secured. Thus, the foot is designed only to furnish 

necessary strength and stiffness to rails 

3. Flat Footed Rails: The foot is spread out to form a base. This form of rail has become so much popular that about 

90% of railway tracks in the world are laid with this form of rails. (As shown in figure resp.) 

   
 

Q2. What are the requirements and ideal sleeper? Using a sleeper density of m+5, find out the number of sleeper 

required for construction a railway track 640m long for Broad Gauge      3 
Ans.:- An ideal sleeper should posses the following characteristics. 
1. It should be economical. 

2. The fitting of the sleepers should be such that they can be easily adjusted during maintenance. 

3. They should not be too heavy or excessively light in weight. 

4. They should have long life. 

5. They should be able to maintain correct gauge. 

6. They should be quite durable. 

7. The bearing area of sleepers should be enough to resist crushing. 
8. They should facilitate easy removal and replacement of ballast. 

9. They should be capable of resisting shocks and vibrations due to heavy moving loads. 

10. They should be suitable for track circuiting if required. 

11.  They should have high scrap value. 

 



  

 

Given Data: Length of track 640m 

m = 12.8 for BG 

Sol.:- 

m+5 = 12.8+5 = 18 (Approx.) 

Number of rails = 
640

12.8
 = 50 

Number of sleepers required = 50x18 = 900   

 

Q3. Explain with neat sketches (a)Number of crossing (b)ANC & TNC (c) Heel Divergence (d)Throw of 

Switch             2 
Ans.:- (a) Number of crossing:- The number of crossing is the ratio of the length of crossing from TNC to the spread at 

the leg of crossing which is represented by N. There are three different methods to calculate the number of crossing. 

  (b) ANC & TNC:- The sharp imaginary point where the two gauge faces in acute angle crossing, or the gauge face and 

slopping obtuse angle crossing would meet is known as true or theoretical nose of crossing (TNC) and the blunt nose is 

provided with thickness varies from 0.6cm to 1.9cm is known as actual nose of crossing (ANC)  

(c) Heel Divergence:- It is the distance between the running faces of the stock rails when measured at the heel of the switch. 

(d) Throw of Switch:- The distance through which the toe of the tongue rail moves sideways known as throw of switch.  

 
 

Q4. Calculate of the element required to set out a 1 in 12 turnout taking off from a straight B.G. track 

with its curve starting from the toe of the switch and pass through theoretical nose crossing (T.N.C.) take 

Heel Divergence is 11.4cm. Using Right Angle method?       3 

Ans.:-  Given data:- 

N = 12 

G = 1.676m 

d = 11.4cm = 0.114m 

Sol:- From right angle method 
  Cot α = N = 12 

  α = 4 ̊45' 49" 

 (1) CL = G cot  
𝛼

2
 =  40.26m 

 (2) R0 = 485.69m and R = 484.85m 

 (3) SL = √2𝑅ₒ𝑑  = 10.5m 

 (4) Crossing Lead L = CL - SL = 29.76m 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Note: - Kindly inform the subject teacher if you found any error. 

Reference: - Text and Reference books for Railway Engineering suggested for TE-II subject 
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